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An increasing number of Christian scholars and lay people are utilising a more sophisticated program to dehistoricize Genesis 1. Normally indicative of the liberal end of the theological spectrum, conservatives are also coming to rely on a literary theory approach supported by a postmodern epistemology. This recent trend either downplays or even eliminates the importance of content and permits structure or form to carry the traditional role of determining a text’s meaning. This paper examines the theory’s philosophical foundations and the history that laid the ground for its reception.

What is literary theory?

Any literary work, whether an oral presentation such as a sermon or lecture, or a written composition like a job application, a technical treatise, a piece of historiography or a book of fiction, possesses organizational structure. Communication of the information held by the text, its content, and which is intended to be conveyed from author or speaker to reader or listener, is intimately tied to literary form or structure. John Breck goes as far as to say, ‘Form expresses content, therefore content determines form [and thus ]the author of a literary work … chooses the particular structure that best expresses the meaning he or she wants to communicate.’

The philosophy that focuses upon the ‘nature and function of literary texts’ is termed literary theory. Historian Keith Windschuttle claims, ‘Rather than explaining what individual works mean, literary theory attempts to analyse the figures and conventions that enable works to have the forms and meanings they do.’

Despite the clarity of this definition, literary theory has been found to be an extremely difficult and complex body of thought and writing to comprehensively specify, because it has quite broad application to very disparate academic disciplines. Its interdisciplinary use is recognised within art, film, gender and social studies, philosophy and politics. Nonetheless, as Jonathan Culler insists, ‘The main effect of [literary] theory is the disputing of “common sense”.’ According to Culler this means that literary theorists reject the following:

• the conception that the meaning of an utterance or text is what the speaker ‘had in mind’
• the idea that writing is an expression whose truth lies elsewhere in an experience or a state of affairs which it expresses
• the notion that reality is what is ‘present’ at a given moment

All these counter-intuitive aspects are expressed, either directly or implicitly, by a majority, if not all, of contemporary interpreters of Genesis 1 who have situated themselves outside its literal meaning as established by the historico-grammatical approach to the text. In other words, the narrative sections of this section of Scripture are no longer ‘strongly realistic’ so that ‘[[the words and sentences meant what they said, and [thus] accurately described real events and real truths that were rightly put only in those terms and no others.’

The noted Hebraist Adele Berlin averred, ‘We are now in the aesthetic, or literary age. The most avant-garde books on the Bible are studies of narrative or poetry, or applications of literary theory to the biblical text.’ Questions of historicity are, for the most part, irrelevant; what are paramount are deliberations upon aesthetics. Conforming to what has been termed the classical approach to aesthetics, this category of biblical criticism obtains the meaning of a passage from ‘the interrelation of its parts, the formal character of its composition, and the universal application of the ideas it expresses … which the text generates by its shape and composition’.

The more things change, the more they (kind of) don’t!

Literary theory is not novel. The Greeks, through their analytical work on poetry and rhetoric, and 18th and 19th century discussion on aesthetics and hermeneutics, demonstrate earlier awareness of the enterprise. However, contemporary interest in literary theory is, in many respects, quite distinct from its predecessors as it is frequently mingled with, or characterised by a fundamental dependency upon, a postmodernist epistemology.
Postmodernist epistemologies, as Arthur Marwick noted, are an ‘inescapable ... component of the intellectual world of today’. Philosophically they reject a correspondence theory of truth. This epistemological theory states that a proposition claiming a fact or truth about the world is true if and only if what it is propositionally claiming about reality does indeed actually correspond to reality. According to postmodernism, reality is a social construct and reality qua reality cannot make any objective claims independent from its observers.

Postmodernism eschews dichotomous thinking in which one member of a paired opposite is favoured over the other. For example, ‘rational’ has no more claim to authority than ‘irrational’, ‘true’ cannot privilege ‘false’. As well, though differing in the details, all the various postmodernist schools have a common concern involving the nature of language and how it is applied to a text as a whole. Not only does one’s language distort reality, it actually may create reality.

Furthermore, and most importantly, textual meaning will arise from the community of readers, thus tending to override authorial privilege. Paul Ricoeur claims, ‘The text’s career escapes the finite horizon lived by its author [...].’ As well, one commentator astutely perceived, ‘Reader-orientated solipsistic ‘reader-response’ hermeneutic locates the power of meaning within the reader, and not the text, and it is he or she who gets ‘their own way’. Meaning thus becomes relative rather than timeless and absolute. In responding to the text, the most important question is to ask what the text does to the reader rather than seeking meaning through its logical and semantic content. Similarly, another critic more dogmatically claims that, ‘we arrive at the “author’s meaning” precisely when we decide we have arrived there: we make the author’s meaning!’

Once such attitudes are assumed all logical and ontological difference that normally separates reader and author disappear, the text can mean anything or nothing at all and our opinions become the words of the author. As one commentator astutely perceived, ‘Reader-orientated theory legitimizes the relativity of different readings and thus threatens to unnerve conventional understandings of biblical authority.’

It can be thus quickly discerned that the acceptance of literary theory undergirded by a postmodernist framework rejects literal biblical exegesis and orthodoxy Christian theology. When such an epistemology is implemented ‘neither the Biblical texts nor theological reflection upon them have a coherent or finally determinable meaning [and] they do not clearly or truly refer to objects beyond themselves.’ As a consequence the world as narrated in the Bible becomes analogous to that projected by poetry and fiction.

In his history of epistemological claims for truth, philosopher Francis Schaeffer suggested that watershed ideas were often taken up by the Church well after they had taken root in society: ‘Theology has been through the same process as philosophy, though several decades later.’ It comes as no surprise then, that the Church has eventually, and so passionately, co-opted literary theory and its silent cousin, postmodernism, and given them full family member privilege.

A brief history of literary theory’s take on Genesis 1

Western scholarship, though not always aware of it, began a project to reconfigure meaning of the biblical text through something other than the brute semantic information conveyed by the author’s words themselves, the communicators of objective historical events. During the seventeenth century meaning began to be divorced from historical reference. Up to this time, ‘historical judgement had been no more than a function of the literal (or sometimes figurative) sense of a narrative passage; [after this] the sense of such a passage came to depend on the estimate of its historical claims, character, and origin.’ From having the text’s meaning equated solely with the literal understanding of the words, and they in turn referring to actual historical events, the author’s intention began to be conceived of as an independent factor determining meaning. Soon after, however, intention waned as an important hermeneutical consideration: ‘The influence of an author’s culture over his mind and outlook came to play a larger role than his conscious intention in the historian’s determination of the meaning of his words.’

This far from homogeneous movement away from orthodoxy gathered its proponents and drew meaning and historicity further from the literal reading of the text. Summarising the complexity of this movement, Frei commented:

‘All commentators are agreed that biblical hermeneutics underwent a sea change in the early nineteenth century. The transformation was, of course, the result of the romantic and idealist revolution that was sweeping philosophy and historical study as well as the literary arts and criticism. It was to be expected that the interpretation of biblical texts, like that of others, would be affected by the drastic new turn in the estimate of the

Herder was the first to argue for an aesthetic symmetry of days in Genesis 1, the first 3 mirroring the last 3.
human spirit’s place in the spiritual universe.”

The German philosopher Johann Gottfried von Herder (1744–1803), remonstrating against the harsh rationalism of the Enlightenment, stated that the ‘history of the creation [account] is entirely a sensuous representation arranged by days’ work and numbers; in seven pictures of the separate portions of the created universe; and placed with reference to their parallel or corresponding relations’. It is primarily as a consequence of these words that Herder’s name has been put forward as the first to see ‘in the Old Testament an almost illimitable wealth of artistic stimulation’. Frei notes that Herder ‘was indeed uninterested in the factuality or nonfactuality of the accounts in Genesis, dwelling instead on their peculiar aesthetic character … . The narrative is neither logically (or essentially) identical with the subject matter depicted, nor does it render directly accessible the temporal sequence talked about.’

Blocher agrees and writes that it was ‘Herder [who] recognized the powerful symmetry between the two triads of days.’

Gunkel, running with this idea, first rejected many historical events of the Old Testament, and then sought to persuades their value lay in an appreciation of their aesthetic qualities. Furthermore, in an apparent echo of Plato’s declaration that Beauty was a semaphore for the existence of the World of Ideas, Gunkel proposed that ‘this aesthetic side of the narratives’ acted as a scaffold to, ‘above all, the imperishable power of the Moral Idea.’

Henri Blocher notes that the literary approach to Genesis 1 is found in men such as Lagrange, Noordtzij, Ridderbos, Ramm, Kline, Payne and Thompson. Blocher himself denies the historicity of Genesis 1 and argues that it is overridden by an ‘artistic interpretation … suggesting that other thoughts overshadowed in [the author’s] mind any concern for chronology.’ In listing the salient features of the various literary interpretations concerning Genesis 1, Blocher notes that they take

‘… the form of the week attributed to the work of creation to be an artistic arrangement, a modest example of anthropomorphism that is not to be taken literally. The author’s intention is not to supply us with a chronology of origins … . He wishes to bring out certain themes … . The text is composed … so that we may understand how the creation is related to God and what is its significance for mankind … . It recognizes ordinary days but takes them in the context of one figurative whole.’

This new approach, more attentive to aesthetics, overturns conventional wisdom and makes an author’s meaning dependent upon or reduced to the structure or form of a narrative rather than deriving it through the particulars of its content. As Bar-Efrat remarked, “[The literary method’s] aim is to bring to light [the biblical narratives’] artistic and rhetorical characteristics, their inner organisation, their stylistic and structural features.”

**History’s violent death**

One observer has proposed that ‘No one has ever provoked an objection by claiming history is a form of literature … . In the academic environment of today, however, this argument is frequently extended into the far more provocative proposition that history is nothing more than a form of literature.’ Taken to the extreme, postmodern historians say, ‘… that a historical narrative in both its form and content is not a re-construction of the “past itself” but is a con-struct that refers to the fictive discourse of other historians … postmodern historians … [conclude] that the actual practice of historians is indistinguishable from the practice of writing fictional narratives … . “History”, therefore, has essentially the same epistemological standing as does “fiction”.’

Such a monumental change has outgrown the confines of the academy and migrated to the Church where it is presently presupposed in much of its current polemical origins. What had been hitherto understood to be history has now been reduced to literature, and thus, like literature, ‘… is not committed, in any ordinary, straightforward fashion, to the truth of the events which it reports or the ideas which it propounds … for literary works do not pretend to describe or assert, and hence are not true, not false.’

Thanks to literary theory, the Bible’s historiographic material is no longer able to speak truthfully and meaningfully about the past. This enervation of historical content leaves style and form as the only concern for understanding the text.

**A case examined**

In a 2004 address to ISCAST held at The University Of New South Wales, Sydney, historian Reverend Dr John Dickson presented a paper titled, ‘The Genesis of Everything: The thought-world of the Bible’s account of creation’. In outlining the direction his paper was to take, Dickson inculpated both creationists and scientific materialists for having misunderstood the nature and purpose of Genesis 1:
‘They form their conclusions about the biblical account of creation in almost total isolation from the conclusions of the majority of contemporary biblical historians . . . . Both fundamentalists and materialists interpret Genesis 1 as if the original author were offering an historical prose designed to narrate the mechanics of creation.’43

Dickson additionally argued that Christian attitude toward Genesis 1 is neatly packaged into two parcels. Despite an apparent similarity of names, he nevertheless contrasted a literalistic approach, the traditional 6 day view, with a literal model, one which has become emblematic of Christian literary theorists’ attitude concerning Genesis 1. The criticism directed against the former is for taking ‘the words of a text at face value, interpreting them without sufficient attention to literary genre and historical context’, whereas the latter, ‘based on the literary style and historical setting of a text, [asks] what was the author’s intended message.’44

What Dickson has purposed as the latter’s goal is not completely devoid of merit, though obviously with some caveats in place. Among certain critical scholars there is suggestion to its value. John Barton, for example, has argued that ‘historical’ literary criticism seeks out, inter alia, ‘possible information about the literary conventions of the author’s day; and to want to … find out what [the author] thought he was doing in writing such a work.’45 Yet, as will soon be made plain, Dickson anachronistically determines the author’s message from the passage’s literary devices as understood from contemporary expectations rather than the apposite ancient ones. In doing this he mistakenly applies part of Barton’s other category, ‘non-historical’ literary criticism, in which ‘all suggestions about the text’s meaning are to be justified in terms of features within the text as read by a modern reader; [so that] questions of the author’s intention … are irrelevant.’45

Notwithstanding their rejection of a straightforward exegesis of Genesis, many advocates of the literary approach continue to align themselves theologically to mainstream conservative Christianity. As a consequence, their concomitant support for a postmodern epistemic is seldom explored, even more rarely advertised. Rather, they first disingenuously argue that ‘the antecedents of a non-literalistic approach to Genesis 1 lie in the very distant past.’46 It is for this reason that Philo, Clement, Origen and Augustine serve as the entry port for the literary theorists’ world.47

Asserting a proposition merely on perceived patristic blessing is poor rhetorical technique and is quickly recognised for what it really is: argumentum ad verecundiam or ‘an appeal to authority’.48 The ensuing apologetic, however, is singularly noteworthy in its reversal of normal hermeneutic procedure. Marked out by an almost complete eschewal of the semantic content and a slavish devotion to form or structure, critics list literary devices that Genesis 1 putatively contains, and then conclude that it cannot be taken as straightforward history:

‘Genesis 1, on the other hand, is not an historical report. Nor is it even written in prose. The original Hebrew of the passage is marked by intricate structure, rhythm, parallelism, chiasmus, repetition, and the lavish use of number symbolism. These are features we never observe together in the parts of Scripture we normally recognise as historical prose.’49

The invalidation of this proposition is to provide examples of Scriptural passages that are universally accepted as historical records, yet contain literary devices, the same devices biblical literary theorists uphold as being the delineator of non-historical genre. Therefore, even if Genesis 1 does contain a multitude of literary devices it would in no way denote the passage as non-historical, non-prose. Such an undermining ‘rule of thumb’ should of course not be limited to Scripture: the existence of literary devices in ancient secular historical writing would irreparably collapse the case that Christian literary theorists advocate.

Modern literary theorists, in order to give their ideas some academic credibility, insist that Philo, Clement, Origen and Augustine were in fact the first biblical literary theorists.
The second part of this paper will address in detail these literary devices and examine the theorists’ argument that the incorporation of them necessarily renders a work ahistorical, non-prose.
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